analytical lexicon of navajo: young, robert w., morgan

The analytical lexicon is designed to reflect, in detail, the morphological features of the navajo language an objective that includes the identification and description of about 1,130 roots that, variously combined and manipulated, underlie its extensive vocabulary.

Amazon: customer reviews: analytical lexicon of navajo
With that said, any work on navajo must rely extensively on the analytical lexicon and will succeed only as far as it presents what young and morgan have done in a more accessible way. If you are interested in navajo, you will need this book. It’s really that simple. 12 people found this helpful
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366 book reviews william morgan, sr., the assistance of
Analytical lexicon of navajo (aln) is one of the three major publications in navajo lexicography by robert young and william morgan that have appeared between 1980 and 1992. The first (1980) edition of the navajo language: a grammar and colloquial

Analytical lexicon of navajo de young robert w morgan

Navajo language - wikipedia
One major university that teaches classes in the navajo language is arizona state university. In 1992, young and morgan published another major work on navajo: analytical lexicon of navajo, with the assistance of sally midgette (navajo). This work is organized by root, the basis of athabaskan languages.

Wals Online - Language navajo

Pdf download navajo english dictionary of verbs free
This practical, easy-to-use navajo dictionary is intended primarily for navajo children learning to read and write the language in bilingual classrooms. It presents over 1,500 noun and 330 verb entries, all selected because they are words used in and around
the school.

**Navajo Words - Navajoword Lexicon**

Navajo English: Yá'át'ééh: Hello, welcome, "it is good" Shį́í; Häíłíí: I am called Alex; Tódích'íí'nii nishłį́: I am of the bitterwater clan; My mother’s clan is bitterwater; Hashk’aan hadzoh & Häíłíí: I am born for the yucca-fruit-strung-on-a-line clan; My father’s clan is yucca-fruit-strung-on-a-line; Tå̀高速íí dashicheii: My maternal grandfather’s clan

**Dine Bizaad PDF - IPI**

Navajo Code Talkers’ Dictionary (http://the-words-Navajo-is-an-exonym: This study noted that while the preschool staff knew both languages, they spoke English to the children most of the time. In the late 19th century, it founded boarding schools, often operated by religious missionary groups.

**Robert W. Young - Wikipedia**


**N.M. Linguist Wrote Navajo Dictionaries**


**Notable Figures | 50 Years of Navajo at UNM**

William Morgan, Sr., after meeting Robert Young, worked for many years with him, documenting the Navajo language and developing materials in the language, culminating in the Navajo Language (1980, 1987) and Analytical Lexicon of Navajo (1992). He is hired by Bernard Spolsky in the 1970s to be a visiting professor at UNM, and eventually, is honored, along with Robert Young, by the Navajo Nation Council in 1980 for their lifelong work with the Navajo language.

**Robert W. Young, 94; Linguist Helped Create Navajo**

Young is known for his Navajo dictionary and lexicon work, including "The Navajo Language: A Grammar and Colloquial Dictionary," published in 1980; "Analytical Lexicon of Navajo.

**Timeline | 50 Years of Navajo at UNM**

While Robert Young continues to be affiliated with UNM, Young and Morgan publish the Analytical Lexicon of Navajo (1992), along with Sally Midgette, who received her doctoral degree from UNM. Read more...
the navajo verb: a grammar for students and scholars  by doing so, the book makes navajo more accessible to all those interested in the american indian language with the largest number of speakers in the united states. "this work is outstanding for the way in which the materials and rules are organized."--dr. sally midgette, coauthor of analytical lexicon of navajo

question about navajo : asklinguistics analytical lexicon of navajo. albuquerque: university of new mexico press. isbn 0-8263-1356-6. loc pm2007.y724 1992. melissa axelrod also has a deep investigation of the temporal system in koyukon, a language in alaska which is related to navajo. axelrod, melissa. 1993. the semantics of time: aspectual categorization in koyukon athabaskan

search results / alaska native language archive identifier: ap937ym1992 title: analytical lexicon of navajo contributors: young, robert w. (author) morgan, bill (author) midgette, sally (author) subject language: navajo; identifier : ap939y1995 title : the problem of dictionary design and verb entry format for the navajo language contributors : young, robert w. (author) subject language

tohajiilee indian reservation - wikipedia to$hajiilee navajo: to$hajiilee, ca$ntilde;oncito band of navajos is a non-contiguous section of the navajo nation lying in parts of western bernalillo, eastern cibola, and southwestern sandoval counties in the u.s. state of new mexico, west of the city of albuquerque is a navajo phrase roughly translated in english as "dipping water", it was formed on the "long walk", during the forced

navajo / history, culture, language, & facts / britannica the navajo speak an apachean language which is classified in the athabaskan language family. at some point in prehistory the navajo and apache migrated to the southwest from canada, where most other athabaskan-speaking peoples still live; although the exact timing of the relocation is unknown, it is thought to have been between 100 and 1500 ceese early navajo were mobile hunters and

scholarships :: linguistics / the university of new mexico young, morgan and sally midgette also produced the analytical lexicon of navajo, which organizes the lexicon by root. in 1996, dr. young and dr. morgan were honored in the navajo nation council chambers for their work on the navajo language. they were presented pendleton blankets embroidered with the seal of the navajo nation.

the navajo progressive in discourse a study in temporal semantics history and language pdf favorite ebook reading developing materials in the language culminating in the navajo language 1980 1987 and analytical lexicon of navajo 1992 he is hired by bernard spolsky in the 1970s to be a visiting professor at unm
Navajo is a Southern Athabaskan language of the Na-Dene family, by which it is related to languages spoken across the western areas of North America. Navajo is spoken primarily in the southwestern United States, especially in the Navajo Nation political area.

Books by Robert W. Young (Author of Colloquial Navajo)  Analytical lexicon of Navajo by Robert W. Young, William Morgan. 4.50 avg rating 2 ratings Published 1991 Want to read Saving

An historical overview of the Navajo relocation / Cultural  In 1863 Kit Carson launched a brutal and relentless search-and-destroy campaign against the Navajo people. Under his command, the US cavalry swept across the Navajo countryside chopping down fruit trees, destroying crops and butchering sheep. Thousands of Navajos were killed, and approximately 8,500 Navajo men, women and children were captured and forced to walk more than 400 miles in the dead

Search results / Alaska Native Language Archive  Rasmuson Library 1732 Tanana Loop PO Box 756808 Fairbanks, Alaska 99775. 907-474-7436 UAF-ANLA@alaska

American Indian Languages - American Indian Studies  Analytical lexicon of Navajo by Robert W. Young & William Morgan call number: PM2007 .Y724 1992 This volume presents an extensive and thorough morphology of the Navajo language.

The Navajo Verb / University of New Mexico Press  This work is outstanding for the way in which the materials and rules are organized.--Dr. Sally Midgette, coauthor of Analytical lexicon of Navajo Subjects: American Indians Language/Linguistics Reference Anthropology Dr. Leonard Faltz, a linguist specializing in the grammar of the Navajo language, is on the faculty at Arizona State University.

Anthropological Linguistics Vol. 38, No. 2  Analytical lexicon of Navajo (Robert W. Young and William Morgan, Sr., with the assistance of Sally Midgette) Sharon Hargus: 366; Comanche Vocabulary: Trilingual Edition (Manuel Garcia Acute; Rej Acute; N, Compiler; Daniel J. Gelo, Translator and Editor) Jean O. Charney and Thomas W. Kavanagh: 370

OLAC Resources in and about the Navajo Language  ISO 639-3: Navajo, the combined catalog of all OLAC participants contains the following resources that are relevant to this language: primary texts; lexical resources
metaphor, mythology, and a navajo verb: the role of anthropological linguistics, volume 51, numbers 3-4, fall and winter 2009. pp. 296-302 (article) published by university of nebraska press doi: 10.1353/anl.2009.0008 this article focuses on multiple lexical entries for one navajo classificatory verb, arguing that many of its subentries are polysemous, rather than unrelated homophones. it is suggested that the connection between them is


why the navajo nation banned genetic research - history tilousi's case is part of the reason that the navajo nation, the second-largest federally recognized tribe in the united states, continues to ban research using its people's dna.

geology - navajo nation the navajo nation lies entirely on the colorado plateau, and is made up of an array of geologic features including gentle uplifts, monoclines, broad basins, diatremes, and laccolith ranges (baars, 1993). the geologic setting of navajo country is made up of the chuska mountains and defiance uplift that separate the san juan basin and the black mesa-holbrook basin.

abqjournal: linguist translated navajo young is widely known for his navajo dictionary and lexicon work. his benchmark works included, "the navajo language: a grammar and colloquial dictionary" (1980); "analytical lexicon of navajo" young, robert m.; elinek, eloise (1996). athabaskan language studies (in english and navajo). the navajo verb: a grammar for students and scholars by doing so, the book makes navajo more accessible to all those interested in the american indian language with the largest number of speakers in the united states. "this work is outstanding for the way in which the materials and rules are organized."--dr. sally midgette, coauthor of analytical lexicon of navajo

aspectual categories in navajo / springerlink the examples presented here are for the most part drawn from midgette and young, morgan, and midgette (1992); some were constructed in consultation with speakers of navajo. [editors' note: all linguistic examples have been reproduced verbatim, with the exception of (13b) in which smith used a different transcription system than elsewhere in

ζ· ζʰɛ· ēʰa - ζʰ-ā Yq- tm/4q̕ - zh-wiki analytical lexicon of navajo. albuquerque: university of new mexico press. isbn 0-8263-1356-6; isbn 0826313566;
user talk:julien daux - wiktionary the stem matrix one can find in "the analytical lexicon of the navajo language" by ymm, are for instance very tentative hypothesises by the authors, that varied greatly across the past 50 years. but i'm not there yet. you may have noticed i started playing around with the categories, the links, etc.. trying to work out the best way to represent

jewish latin america: navajo verb: a grammar for students by doing so, the book makes navajo more accessible to all those interested in the american indian language with the largest number of speakers in the united states. "this work is outstanding for the way in which the materials and rules are organized."--dr. sally midgette, coauthor of analytical lexicon of navajo

the navajo verb - faltz, leonard m. - 9780826319012 / hp by doing so, the book makes navajo more accessible to all those interested in the american indian language with the largest number of speakers in the united states. "this work is outstanding for the way in which the materials and rules are organized."--dr. sally midgette, coauthor of analytical lexicon of navajo.

7 results in searchworks catalog stanford libraries' official online search tool for books, media, journals, databases, government documents and more.

the navajo language: a grammar and colloquial dictionary first published in 1980, this volume is the definitive dictionary and linguistic analysis of the navajo language. in this revised edition, the entire grammatical section has been rewritten to include a wide range of linguistic information that will establish a foundation for future work in navajo.
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